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ABSTRACT

We review briefly the quark model for baryons and
the varioua versions of 5U(6) aymmetry which have been
proposed and uaed in connection with baryon rpectroacopy.
We draw attention to a aeriea of baaic queationa which ex-
perimental work in thii field ahould aim to settle, aa a mini-
mal program. We alio herald the beginning of a new baryon
spectroscopy associated with • phyaica.

1. DO WE HAVE A THEORY OF HADRONIC RESONANCE STATES?

The hypothesis that hadronic interactiona obey an SU(6) aymmetry in

the product apace of unitary aymmetry SU{3) and Pauli spin SU(2) , firat pro-

posed by Guraey and Rediciti in 1964, haa been vary fruitful for the analyaia

and claaaification of baryonic propertiea, especially when combined with the

three-quark model for baryona. Thii model givee a rlmple deacription of the

loweat octet and the loweat decuplet of baryons, the apina of the three quarks

aumming up to give J K 1/2 and J * 3/2, and the unitary apina of the three

quarke combining to give octet and dccuplet for the total unitary apin, respec-

tively. Together, this J * 1/2+ octet and j c 3/2+ decuplat constitute a 56-

ditnensional representation of SU(6) aymmetry, a representation which haa

even permutation symmetry with respect to the labels 1, 2 and 3 attached

to the three quarke. The requirement that the proton ahould obey Fermi

statistics implies that the overall three-quark wave function for a baryon

muat have odd permutation aymmetry. Since it would be very exceptional for a

ground-atats apace wave function to have odd permutation aymmetry (since

this would imply the preaence of nodea in the space wave function), it ia

natural to concluda that the quark muat have some further degree of freedom,

aaaociated with some further quantum number, and that this additional wave

function factor for the throe-quark aystem has odd permutation aymmetry. This

additional quantum number is now known as colour, and it can provide the

antisymmetrical factor required for the three-quark wave function to describe

a baryon if it operates in a three-dimensional sp tee. As Lipkin has pointed

out, the qualitative systematics of the multiquark systems which describe

hadronic atates can be understood in te.-ms of the colour variable if it has an

SU(3)f aymmetry and if the forces between quarks q (and their antiparticlen

q ) are mediated by a colour-octet of vector mesons. With these assumptions,

the strongly-bound multiquark statea are limited to colour-singlet statea with

the etructures qq and qqq, which correspond with the mesons and baryona

obaerved empirically.

With this qqq model for baryona, it is natural to expect that there

should be excited baryonic states corresponding to excitation of the internal

motions of the three quarks. The coordinate vectora which describe these

motions may be chosen as

and there will be correaponding internal angular momenta 1^ and f j , which

Bum to give the total orbital angular momentum L and the parity P, as

I . , + t,
U ' t , , * ! , , P « ( - l ) . (1.2)

It is most convenient to consider baae wave functiona which correapond to a

harmonic form for the qq interaction. In thia caae, the total wave function

will be a sum of terms of the type ^(n]2'l2>£) c p'n3 i3' - ' w n e " &n *•£> d°~

notes a harmonic oscillator wave function and the parameters n ) 2 and i>3 are

such that ( 2 n u + t j j - 2) and (2nj + i j . 2) specify the number of quanta

of excitation for the variable! £ and \, the total number of quanta of excita-

tion being given by

(1. 3)

Finally, than, the total apin and parity of the qqq configuration conaidered

are given by

J « L + S, P»( - l )" . (>•*)

where S denotes the spin associated with the substate 2 + (a) of the SU(6)

multiplet considered and a characterizes its unitary spin. Thus, this model



leads naturally to supermultiplets of baryonic resonances, classified accord-

ing to an SU(6) x 0(3) lymmetry. The notation we shall use for these super-

multipletfl is {N, LP)**- • •, where N give* the dimensionality ot the SU(t»)

representation, h and P characterize the internal orbital motion, n gives the

number of quanta of excitation energy, and the number of start specifics the

degree of radial excitation involved for the sumpermultiplct considered, accord-

ing to an appropriately chosen convention.

All of the supormultlplets (£1, LP) possible for excitations up to N = 4
quanta are given in Table I, With this model, the observed resonant states
correspond to subst&tcs of these supermultiplets, after taking into account tht
effects of the SU(6)- and SU(3)-breaking interactions, which separate and mix
the various states which have the same spin J, parity P* hypercharge V, and
isospin I within these tupermultiplets. These interactions can also mix states
with the same {J. P, Y, I) but different n, but such inter configurational mixing
has not been included in the theoretical work to date, Dtspitt all these distorting
effects, the basic patterns of these supermultiplets still survive. The super-
multiplets (5£, 0+V. and (70_, 1-). are now established and well-known.

These remarks have all been made in a nonrelatlvietic language. This
is natural* because Paul! spin is a nonrelativistic notion. It is well-known that,
for rathtr technical reasons, there exists no four-dimensional version of SU(6)
symmetry* which could hold for the complete relativistic Lagrangian appro-
priate to hadronic interactions. It follows that SU{6) symmetry cannot be an
exact symmetry for the hadrons, and can hold only in »om* approximate sense,
and perhaps only for the low-lying hadronic states.

The Applications of SU(6) symmetry in baryonic spedroscopy come
under two headings, (a) the baryonic mass spectrum, and (b) the transitions
between baryonic states* involving the emission of ft pion or other meson, or
of a (real ->r virtual) photon, or involving an interaction with a (Upton, neu-
trino) pair through the weak interactions. Let us consider these in turn:

(a) Baryonic mass spectrum: This work has been carried within the
nonrelativistlr: framework for the qqq states. It represents essentially an

extension of the Cell-Mann-Okubo masa formulae to include qqq states with
n f 0, wiUiin the assumption of harmonic shell-model wave functions for
these vtates. Of course, it it not to be expected that all of these baryonic
mass values are to be given by a neat and simple formula; rather, all that
we can aim for is to l*y down a calculation^ procedure involving a series of
matrix diagonalisations and depending on a limited number of parameters*
through which a baryon m a n spectrum can be computed* for a definite set of
values for these parameters. In this procedure* the parameters which occur
are mostly expectation values of certain qq potential terms, and a significant
constraint arise* irom the fact that a given potentitl expectation value occur-
ring for a supermultiplet with nQ quanta of excitation will generally occur
also in the discussion for the supermultiplets with n > n_.

The first SU(6)-breaking qq interactions which arise are spin,
spin and unitary spin-unitary spin interactions, of central for n and SU(3)-
invarlant. Next come the SU(3)-invariant spin-orbit qq interactions, and
finally the SU(3)-breaking qq interactions* both central and spin-orbit in
form. Calculations of this kind have been carried out by Greenberg and co-
workers , by Horgan and Dalits , by Chen-Tsai ej al. and by others, and
now cover all the n « 0, 1 and 2 supermultiplet states. Less complete cal-
culations have also been carried through for some of the n * 3 and n • 4 super-
multiplets, Following the lead by Greenberg and Resnikoff * these calcu-
lations have mostly proceeded by expressing the qq interactions considered
as a sum of SU(6) tensors m y a**, where D is the dimensionality of the
tensor, (a**) denote the SU(3) x SVtf}^ representation for the component of
this SU(6) tensor being considered, and the superfix m distinguishes between
even (m • 21) and odd (m * 15) parity for the relative motion between the
interacting qq pair. In the published work, SU(3) breaking has been limited
to the choice U « 8, the case of octet dominance proposed originally by Gell-
Mann, and the noncentral interactions were limited to tt * 3, corresponding
to spin-orbit couplings. This procedure has the advantage of economy in
that extensive use can then be made of the Wigner-Eckart theorem in the
construction of the many matrix-elements required for the calculation of the



an*rgy matrices (or all poaaiMt interactions (or all possible qqq states.
However, with the praaant asymmetric aituation regarding the baryonic data
available (extenaiv* data for V • I states, couiderable data for V « 0 states,
very little data for Y • -1 states, and only one atate known for Y * -2), Lee
and Chen-Tsai have argued the caie for an alternative representation for the
ej*j potantialt, where it ia much more apparent which parametera are well
determined by the preacnt data and which arc poorly determined.

The moat complete fit to the experimental data at prcaent ia that
reported by Korgan. Beyond the well-known atalea in the (56,0+)A auper-
multiplet and the negative parity atatei belonging to the (70, I.) aupermulti-
•let, Ke found it neceeeary to invoke the (70,2t>2 and (70,0*)^ aupermultipleta,
• • well aa Ike (St. 2»|, and (56,0t). aupermultipleta, four of the five super-
multlplets expected for n • i wit* the quark shell-model, in order to accom-
modate quantitatively all of the known baryonic reaonance atatea in thia mail
region. Particular feature* of thia fit are that:

(I) the SU(3)-breaking term* and tha SU(6|.breaking terma are
of the lame order of magnitude, i . e . , SU(J) symmetry does not hold signi-
ficantly belter than SU(t) •ymmetry,

(II) the •pin-orbit interactions are complicated. The amallnees
of spin-orbit etfecla for N alatea and their largeneae (~ 115 MeV) for the
AD03(lS20)-A501(M0S) pair require that the SU(3)-breakinj spin-orbit
IMeracllont are very alrong, and

(ill) mixing ia atrong for the .1, £ and latalaa, whenever allowed,
aut vary weak for N, A and 0 SUMS. In particular, atrong mixing ia
predicted for the AD0X1S20) atate, ae la known empirically to be the caae.

No almple picture emerge a for the qq Interaction!, from thia
analysis. In particular, auch complicated apin-orbit forcea would be diffi-
cult to account for, on any fundamental baaia. However, thia fit to the data
the* leads to many prediction! which can be letted by experiment In due
ceurae.

No relativ »tic version of these calculations has yet been worked
cut. As mentioned earlier, there are some fundamental difficultiea about

this, and probably the beat that we could hope fur is that the SU(6) patterns

might emerge ai the result of an approximate lymmetry, based on the u!e of

tome relativistic model. The above calculations have assumed nonrelativistic

quarka, which means "heavy quarks. " At present, there ia much intereat in

"bag models" for qqq systems, and theae aeeume "light quarks", in fact
a

essentially zero mass quarks. For the L = 0+ statea, the discussion of the
maaa formulae is quite eimilar to that of Greenberg, Morgan and othera, but

for the L * 1- states, the discussion will be quite different, even with the

shell-model approach, since the p, . , and p. . , quark orbitals are quite dif-
10 '

'•rent. It is far from obvious at preaent whether or not the bag model with
relativiatlc quarka will lead to patterns of maaa spectra similar to those
appropriate to SU(6) x 0(3) for n « 1.

(b) Baryonic transitions. The pionic traniitiona D * iB and B * *D,

where B and O denote the octet and dacuplet states of (56_, 0+)., are those
best known. A simple model for the diecussion of these transitions in the
present SU(6) framework is by Introducing an interaction term

(^/•Vflfc.kJT. 2,1 (••*)
describing the process q •• q + * and by calculating Its matrix-element between
the initial and final qqq states, the procedure followed in the earliest calcula-
tions, by Mitra and Ross. It has been found that thia model gives quite
good agreement with the data for those SU(3) multiplets with L • n whose
plonlc decay ia possible only when the omitted pion haa angular momentum,
1 >{L< I), i .e . , the maximum / posaible for the tranaition (M, LP) •* itD,w y w ^ n
where B denotes tto states ( 8; 56, 0+).. The most extensive comparison

~" 12
with the data on the basis of thia model ia that given by Faiman and Plane ,
for the caae n « 0, 1 and 2.

We may not* here that, for the tranaitions (4(a)s N, LP) * wD,
where D denotes the statea ( 10; j>6, 0«)., the requirements of angular mo-
mentum and parity conaervation alone are not aufficient to exclude pionic
decay with f « (L + t). It ia a apecific property of the SU(6) x 0(3) model
and the interaction (1, S) that / is limited to the valuea (L ± 1), and the experi-
mental data does not require a non-aero value for the transition amplitudes



( H; 70, 1') ** w0 with 1 =4 (possible fur the states with J = 5/2, such a*

SD15 (1770)) and (410j 56, 2+^* trD with t^ - 5 (possible for the states with

J x 7/2, such as AF 37(1925)). Of course, the negligible values found for

these transitions with higher f might well follow from the greater centri-

fugal barrier then appropriate, in the case of some other model for these
1 aryonic resonance- states, so that these results are not necessarily a sig-

nificant success for the SU(6) x 0(3) three-quark model.

The kinetic energy released in these transitions,

(a) B* •» irB, (b) B* -»irD . (1.6)

is generally quite large and the recoil baryon then has reUtivistlc velocity,

so that wo are again faced with the necessity for a relativistic treatment,

Lipkin and Meshkov proposed that the SU{6) group should be used for the

discussion of these decay processes. This is the •'coHinear SU(6) group",

defined with respect to a definite axis in space. The spin states are then

specified in terms of helicity states with respect to this axis, and this des-

cription is unaffected by any Lorente transformation along this chosen axis.

But which axis to choose? For two-body decay transitions, it is natural to

consider the decay in the rest frame of the parent particle and to choose the

reference axis to be parallel to the final pion momentum k in this frame.

Since the interaction (1. 5) is simply related with the quark helicities when

the reference axis it It, it is easy to see, as was first pointed out by Lipkin'

that the predictions given by SU(6) are identical with those given by the

Mitra-Ross model with the interaction (1. 5).

At this point, we must point out that the SU(6)W symmetry group

violates relativistic in variance. If we consider a particular decay event, and

apply an arbitrary Lorents transformation (even a simple rotation), then the

reference axis has a different description in the new coordinate space. But

the general laws of physical processes cannot depend on a reference axis

whose description varies from one Lorents frame to another; they must have

the same form with respect to all Lorents frames. Hence SU(6)U, symmetry

cannot be derived from any Lorentz-invari&nt Lagrangian for the hadronic

interactions. It cannot hold as a fundamental symmetry.

M

agrees well with the data for decay processes with I s (L + 1), for the super-

multiplct (2£» 1-). • However, this is not the case for the transition for

which k c (L - 1). First of all, the momentum dependence of the matrix-

element is predicted to be k , in both cases, whereas we know that the

correct dependence (for sufficiently small k) is k n ; this could be corrected

by an ad hoc adjustment of the k-dependence. What Is worse Is that SU{C)

gives definite relationships between the matrix-elements for the processes

B (N, LJP) •* irB which involve different I (similarly, also for the processes

B (N# UP) •* irD) and these relationships da not Agree with the data. However,

Faiman and Plane found that the application of SU(6)W to the decay processes

with 4 • (L - 1) gave quite good agreement, when the k-dependence k * was

adopted and the parameters wore not constrained to fit the decay processes

I • (L + 1) at the sanr-s time. Thus we have "/-broken SU(6)'', which simply

means "for the decays (1*6) for a supermultlplet (£4( LP), apply SU(6)W " p -

arately for each possible value t , and forget the relationships which the three-

quark model (or SU(6)W) would imply between the different t transitions. "

* w

Next, we recall th*t, for the decays B •* »Dt both I • (L + 1) and

(L - 1) can often occur, for example in the decays ND13 " IT A, and these

two transition amplitudes will generally interfere in the decay angular dis-

tributions observed, so that their relative sign comes into question. This

relative sign is specified by SU(6)W> Empirically it is found that some

classes of transition do have the SU(6) sign, whereas other classes of

transition systematically require the opposite sign* for the relationship between

the i « (L - 1) and the L • (L + 1) amplitudes. These two patterns are referred

to • • "SU(6)w-Uke" and "anti-SU(6)w", respectively.

Some theoretical basis for these prescriptions hss been given by the

work of Melosh who distinguishes between "current quarks" and "constitu-

ent quarks.1* The qqq model discussed above is concerned with the quarks

as constituents of hadrons, of course, whereas the algebra appropriate to

hadronic interactions is concerned with quark currents, and there are a

number of arguments which indicate that the currents associated with the
16

constituent quarks are not those involved in the SU(6)W current algebra.



What is needed is the transformation V connecting the current quark state

vector with the constituent quark state vector, and this in the transformation

which Melosh has obtained for the case of the free quark model and has

applied to physical problems.

First, the transition amplitude for B1 * BIT is related with a matrix-

element of the axial vector current (charge) operators by appeal to PCAC,

thus
<B'|Bir> ~ (M'2 - UZ) <B'|Q*iB> . (1.7)

Her* the states B and B' are expressed in terms of constituent quarks, so

the Melosh transformation is used to relate this matrix-element to one ex-

pressed in terms of current quarks.

<B'con.t. l Q X o n . . . > • <B'curr. l S t lBcurr. > <»••>
where Q * (V Q V). The central question at this point ii the form of Q in
tirmi of the SU(6)W current!; when this 1* settled, all that rtmaim ii pure

algebra. The relationship between Q and Q ii neither limple nor explicit,
17 IB *̂  5

According to the discussion by Gilman et al. ' , Q j transforms as the

(», 3) component of an operator transforming according to the ^-representa-
tion of SU(6)W> as does Q ,̂ However, whereas Q^ allows only 4 ^ « 0,
O 5 has both A L z • 0 and A L x * * 1 pieces, where » here denotes the
reference axis for the SU(6)W group. For a given transition (N1, L'P') ••
w + (N, LP), the calculation of the decay amplitudes then reduces to the
•valuation of SU(&) x 0(3) Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, apart from the two
parameters which measure the strengths of the A L^ « 0 terms and of the
a L * * 1 terms. In phenomvnological analyaes of the data, these two
parameters are regarded as freely disposable, varying in an unknown way
from one supermultipl«t to another, sincu they cannot be calculated at present
for a known configuration of constituent quarks. The pretence of these two
disposable parameters for each transition (N'L'P1) * t • (N. LP) than giv*s
just the same degree of freedom as that which had bt.in adopted phenomeno-
logically in the SU(6)W analysis of baryonic decay processes. It is in this
sense only that the introduction of the Melosh transformation has represented

a justification for the procedures which have been adopted in the phenomeno-
logical analyses.

We may now answer the question entitling this Section. There exist!

no fundamental dynamical theory which could lead to SU(6) being an exact

symmetry for the hadrons and there are deep reasons for this. The analysis

of baryonic decay processes involves a series of prescriptions based on the

SU(6)W group algebra, which are derived from our experience with the data,

not from any fundamental standpoint. We know that SU(6) cannot be a funda-

mental hadronic symmetry, since it is not even compatible with Lorentz in-

variance, and the best we can say is that the prescriptions adopted do not po

beyond the freedom allowed by the Melosh transformation and by our inability

to calculate any of the coefficients which multiply the SU(6) Clehsch-Gord.in
W

coefficients in the expressions for the baryonic decay amplitudes. Thus, no pre-
dictions are possible, except at this group-theoretical level. For example,
the theoretical situation, as we have Just discussed it here, does not enable
us to calculate the elastic width T(1 for the decays A (g6, LJ+) •> «N for the
states on the leading A trajectory (i. e., for L c even and J « L + 3/2) as
function of their position L along this trajectory, a quantity which is relatively
well-known empirically and which shows an interesting regularity, as we shall
discuss later.

The most extensive analyses of the empirical dncay data on baryonic
resonance states are those given by Hey et al. ' They find an excellent
fit to the (20, l-)j supermulliplet for the negative parity states below mass
1. 9 CeV, for Y • +1 and 0; all of the N* and A* are now identified, and all of
the A and E states except for one AD03, on* AS01 and two SS11 states.
They also find an excellent fit to the (56, 2+) supe rmultiplet for the positive
parity states below mass 2 GeV whose spin-parity allows their assignment
to this supermultiplet; all of the N and A states are identified, and all of
the A and E states except for oncL'KIS, one £PU, and two £P13 states.

For the (JO, 1-^ stales, both the mass spectrum analysis and the
decay analyses indicate strong mixing, in general. This has been particularly
well-known for the AD03(1520) for a long lime: although this Hate is clearly



* singlet state, isolated in mass* it* decay processes show clearly that it
has a substantial octet admixture. The mixing matrices obtained by Faiman
and Plane , Hey el at. , and Horgan arc compared for the AO03 states
in Vable U* and they show quite good qualitative agreement. However, this
is not the case for the three A501 mixing matrices they have determined, also
shown there. Hey ct al. five quit* « -:H*rent structure for A(1670), finding
it to be doininantly 8, from those found by Faimar, and Plane, who find strong
contribution* from H, 8. and 1 states, and by Morgan, who finds mostly 8 and

1. This last situation would be much clarified by the identification of the
missing AS01 state and of its properties. These examples serve to illustrate
well thai strong mixing between states with the same (J,P,Y,1) in the same
supermultiplet is the rule and not the exception, as some authors have
assumed.

i. THE QUARK SHELL MODEL AND OTHER PATTERNS

As indicated in Table I, ttu number of baryon re»nntnce states per

unit mass interval iticreasss very rapidly with increasing mass value, ac-

cording to the quark shell model. The patterns provided by these predicted

states may be shown on a Regge-plot, However, since each (14, LP) super.

multtplet gives rise to such a Urge number of SU(3) multiplets with different

J values, it is more economical to plot L versus M , rather t h » 3. This ts don*

on Pig. l(a!. corresponding to the approximation in which all SU(6). and

SU(3)-bresklng interactions a n neglected, and the so, interactions are of

harmonic Wigner type, without any space-exchange componsnt, so that all

SU(6)-L eupermulUpUts with the same n are still dvgenerat*. The ordinals

plotted is n, since M is expected to be a linear function of n, given by

M- +nC for some constant C, in thia case. This shows wsll the rapid in-

crease in the density of resonance states with increasing n.

We note some regularities apparent from Fig. l(a):

(i) Kegge recurrences (> rotational excitations). For each super-

multiple! (N) shown at (n, L), there is at least one corresponding aupermultiplet

at (n * 2, L + 2). These sequences are expected to occur, from general

considerations, as Regge recurrences of less massive states, the sequence to
infinity being known as a Rcgge trajectory. For example, the lowest aupcr-
multiplet (56, 0*)0 begins a Rogue trajectory of (56, 2+)2# (56, 4+)^, (56, 6-t)̂ ,
etc., and the next supcrmultiplet (2£, 1-)., begins a Regge trajectory con-
sisting of (70, 3-)j, (70, 5-)5, etc. These two sequences form the "leading
Regge trajectories. "

We note that even the leading trajectories become multiple as
the order of the recurrence increases. Thus, for n • 6, we find two states
(56, 6+),; one of these is the Regge recurrence from the ground supsrmulti-
plet, the other is the beginning of a second leading S6-traJ*ctory. At n i 12,
there begins a third leading S6-trajectory, snd so on. The juni holds for
the leading 70-trajectory, and for all other ttajectories, with varying degrees
of complication. The mathematical reason why these trajectories become
multiple at steps An • 6, after some point, is discussed for the harmonic
quark shell-model by Karl and Obryk. Z 4

As implied by these remarks, the Regge trajectories for this
model do not necessarily begin at the lowest possible value for L. For
example, there is a supermultiplet trajectory starting with (£6, 3-)ji thera
Is no corresponding state (56, 1.) , since LP'( l - ) with symmetry S Is incon-
sistent with the Pauli principle. However, it is well known in Regge theory
that any finite number of states can be abasnt from any particular Reggc
trajectory.

(ii) Radial excitations. For each supermultiplet (N) shown at
(n, L) there is at least on* corresponding supsrmultiplet st (n + 2, L). These
sequences ar* described as radial excitations of the lower supcrmultiplets.
However, for given An, these excitations may ba multipls. For example.
Fig. l(a) gives one state (£6, 0+)2 corresponding to radial excitation of
(56, 0+)a, but two doubly *xcit*d stat*s (£6, 0+). . Thus again, a s*qucnc*
of radia'«y *xcit*d states does not begin with the lowest conceivable value for
n. For example, the stats (56, l-)_ does not have a corresponding lower
state (56, 1-)., for the reasons mentioned above; similarly, the state
(20, l+)3 has no corresponding state (20, l+)j. Again, there are three



states (JO, 2+) , where;.s there is only one state (J^, 2+), and one state

In terms of Reggc recurrence* and radial excitations, the pattern of
supermultiplcU shown on Fig. l(a) is vary complicated. Although this
description is quite convenient for consideration of the supermultiplcts with
low values for n and L, it is not obvious that it has any real value when both
n and L are large, * specially as the radial and rotational excitation energies
arc of the same order of magnitude, whkh implies that these two sequences
lie one over the other and that there is therefore likely to be much inter-
ference between them.

Hey tt a j . 1 9 have raised the question whether it is really the case
that all of the very many supermultiplets predicted with the quark shell-
model should necessarily exist. Perhaps baryonic states do occur in
SU(6) x 0(3) supcrmuUipUU. but for reasons other than the qqq shell-model
or with qq interactions quite different from those tacitly assumed in preient
models. At present, the {56_, 0+)Q and (70, 1 ->j euperrnultipltts appear
well established. The evidence is also very strong for both the (J>6, 2+)2

and (56, 0+)_, which represent a rotational sxcitation and a radial excitation
of the (56. 0+J0 . Startint with the estkblished (£6, 0+)Q and (70. U)Jt and
adding the rotational and radial excitation sequences required from rather
general considerations, leads to the pattern of supermultiplets sl.own on
Fig. I(b), This may be regarded its the minimal pattern, no matter what
dynamics give rise to these baryonic supcrmultiplets (provided that they lead
to Regge trajectories which are linear) and Hey ct aj have asked whether
there is really any evidence requiring the existence of any itipermultiplet
beyond those given by the minimal pattern of Fig, l(b).

Some theoretical schemee hhve been put forward which do appear to
lead to this minimal pattern, even within the qqq model, This pattern results
for the low-lying lupermuUlplets from a quark-diquark model discussed by
Lichtenberg and by Ono* Capps has discussed a particular colour

structure for qq forces which can le.id to Sucli a quark-diquark picture, and
29

to thit minimal pattern, and Mitra haa discussed a modul in which the qq

forces are strongly attractive in states with even orbital angular momentum
I.* and negligible in states with odd | , with the same conclusion, All of
these models involve effectively the assumption of qq forces with special
features designed to push the supermultiplets not included in the minimal
pattern of Fig. l(b) to high mass values, although it is not always clear just
how high their mass values will finally be fur each particular model.

3. QUESTIONS FOR THE IMMEDIATE FUTURE

Experimental effort towards the study of baryonic spectroscopy may
be expected to dwindle in the near future, for a number of reasons. In any
case, the number of supsrmultiplets expected on the basis of the quark shell
model rises so rapidly with increasing mass as to preclude any lePious at-
tempt to establish the existence of all of them, even up to the value n = 4 as
depicted on Table I. The question then arises, as to what limited objectives
experiment should aim to reach in this next phase of research concerning
baryon spectraircopy. Thus, we shall discuss ho re a series of topics where
more detailed knowledge would do much to clarify the status of our under-
standing of baryonic spectra and which could mostly be settled uiing established
experimental techniques with accelerators at present in existence.

(i) The f70, 1-). supcrmultiplet. At present, it appears that ail
baryonic states with negative parity and mass below about 1. 9 GeV arc con-
sistent with this assignment, However, there arc clearly some large gaps
and uncertainties in our knowledge of this supcrmultiplct. The patterns fol-
lowed by its Bt&tca are expected to be quite different from those for the well-

fa) ~ and 0 states. Seven - states and two fi mates are pre-
dicted, and nornc substantial knovledgo of them is realty necessary before a
satisfactory and stable analysis of the ("0, 1-). spectrum can be achieved.
Despite enormous effort with bubble cnumber work using a K" beam at

4.2 GcV/c, only the one state -̂  (1823) with width V * 19 ± 4 MoV h&s become
30established, Jt» main decay modes are known and it lias spin J 2 3/2. As

4> $

for 0 states, this beam energy allows production only for 0 with masses



£2,0 Qe\', which lies below the mass value predicted by Morgan. Further
experimentation IM really nvceunciry, antl m sigttifi<:nKtly higher K morn«n-
turn, but it must involve in;lection of the few relevant events by counter tech-
niques, perhaps used will*, a rapid cycling bubble chamber or other track
chambers Q{ tin O:«L-i;

:l type.

(b) Mixing of states. The situation is unclear in many respects,
Morgan's analysis allows very little mixing for N slates* whereas Hey
et >1. point out ihat the observed decoy NSU (16o5) •• K /..requires strong
admixture of "8 (amplitude "• 0, 5) with the 8 state and that the data on the
ND13 states requires mixing with amplitude about 0. 2. Detection and decay
measurements for the missing ..SOI and --D03 states will be necessary to
establish firmly their mixing patterns. This may need work on production
reactions rather than on formation reactions, however. Evan more remains
to b« done for the 1 states £S11 and £013. There have been persistent
reports over the years, now very clearly confirmed by the work of the ACNO
group reported at this meeting, that there appear to be two .'jidcpcmlent
£(1660) states, both with J * 3/2 and with closely comparable widths, since
Che production characteristics obsurved for - •* if- are quite different from
those observed for £ * IT A (H05). The stats £(1530) has a convenient inter-
pretation as 2D13. according to Hey et al. However, th« existence and
properties of this stat* have not yot been confirmed, and Hey et al. assign
it to the 10 configuration, which is net at all acceptable in terms of the
syi'cmatics of the mass spectrum for (70, 1-).. It appears very difficult
indeed to accommodate the second - (1660) in this supermultiplet, and its
proper interpretation is not known. It is also not clear that £D13(194O)
necessarily belongs to (TO, 1-),. Even less is known about SSll states.
There is much work still to be done here and it is important work* necessary
to establish definitely whether or not these negative parity states do fit ac-
curately the (70, 1->J supvrmultiplct pattern,

(Cf Selection rules. There is no intraband mixing for the
J i 5/2 state a o: this S'jpci'iiuiltiplet, The selection rule .'I)05l**NK is
dcfiitttely violated since .".1)03(1930) is best known from the analysis of data

on the reaction K~p "• TT£. The Moorhouse selection rule ypY* pD 15(1670)

also appears to be violated, according to the data analyzed by Walker and

Metcalf, With thu SU(6) x 0(3) scheme, these violations are only possible

as a result of admixtures from higher configurations, i.e. , inter band mix-

ing. This means that much more detailed study of the (5/2~) states could

be extremely informative. Hey et al. already note that the fit of these

States to the supcrmultiplet (70, 1-) it outstandingly poor.

(d) A{1405), The relationship between the properties o£ this

state and the K p scattering and reaction processes at low energies is still

not settled. The latter data (from 1967) fits well a simple potential model

consistent with an unstable bound state at mass 14Q5 MeV. Improved scat-

tering and reaction data is desirable.

(ii) Other n K 2 supermultiplets or not?, and higher mpcrmultiplcU.

After making assignments of the excited positive parity states to (56, 2+).

and (56, 0+)2, there are a number of states left over. Horgan assigned all

of these states to the other n > 2 supermultiplets, NF17(2O0O), AF07{2020),

AFO5(211Q). APO3(189O), and £F 17(2022) to (70, 2+>2, and NPll(1750) and

APOI(1770) to (70, 0+)2> If these (7/2*) octet states are n * 2 states, then

they are clear indicators for a (_7£» 2+)_ supermultiplvt.

Cashmorc et at. contest these assignments. There are a number

of well established states, NH 19(2250), AH 311(2400) and /H09{2350) which

fit nnturuJly into the exptected n H tupermultiplet {̂ 6, 4-t)., «n<J they pro-

pose that the states NF 17(2000) And .',F07(2020) should also be assigned here.

Their clastic widths are consistent with these assignments, and the coupling

AFO7(2O20) "* KN is predicted non-tero (as observed) whereas this coupling

Is forbidden for the (J£, 2+), assignment. They reject the other states as not

well established,

Cashmore ci al. also argue that the photoproduction data indicates

that NPll(17S0) belongs to some (56, 0+) supermultiplet and they propose its

interpretation >•*> {_5̂ - 0+). , However, the photoproduction parameter in*

volvcid in (Aj /A. ) which would have the value 3̂ for the (70, 0+) assignment

and -*3/2 for the (56, 0+) .issignment. The empirical value32 is * 1, 43 *1, 3,



which really allow• cither possibility, Cashmoic ct .il. reject the «t;»tc
/.p01(1770) as not well established.

Il appear* that the mini mid scheme of aupermultiplctc. proposed by
Cashmore ct al. cannot really be ruled out by the data at present available
The crucial question ie whether the properties of thfc (7/2 ) slates, which
arc unmixed within the n * 2 states, indicate assignment to the (70^, t') or
to the (££, *§•*) . There is also the qualitative question, whether or not
the data gives nny indication for the large number of positive parity reso-
nances the {70, 2+K assignment requires for N, A , .'. and £ stales in the
man range about 1850*2000 MeV.

One further characteristic of the quark shell model is its prediction
of supermultipltts belonging to the 20*dimensional representation of 51H&).
Th* lightest of these is the (20, l+)£ supermulUplel, in the m 2 band. The
shell model structure of this state is (lp) (lp),. in which only the p-wave qq
interactions are effective, Morgan's analysis indicates that the (20, 1+),
»cp*rmuitiplcl should be higher in muss than the other n > 2 supermultfplets,
with munn mass about 2050 McV. No states belonging to this supermultiplel
are known but there are good reasons for this. First of all, its formation
from ir& interactions is clearly forbidden on the basis of the Mitra-Ross
decay model, since the transition (lp) <lp), •* (Is) (ls),^ involve* a two-quark
jump. In fact, this forbiddenness holds more generally than this, since the
reduction of the product of 8U{6) representations 35 x 56 docs not include a
20 representation. Doth production wB •• D ttnd decay Ti "• tfB or TTD are
SU(6)-forbiddtn. However, the product 35 x 70 does include a 20 representa-
tion in its reduction, so that the transitions

(70, LPJ •• TI + (20. l+), (20, 14) •• * + (70. 1-) , (3.1)

can both occur* as pointed out by FMman , who suggested that (20, 1+)
states might be sought in up collisions which excite tome (/TO. LP) resonance
which can then decay by the successive pion emissions (4.1) passing through
a (20, 1+) state whose presence can be deduced from the kinematics of the
(3 mesons + baryon) final state. Unfortunately, we cannot give A definite
proscription for experiment* at present since the most massive 70 state

known is NGl"(2l00) nnd this ma&c is rather close to tin- threshold expected
for the first step of (•!, 1). Although not yet proven, il is generally expected
that K(2650) will turn out to belong to (̂ 0_, --)IJ. aE a Reg.̂ e recurrence from
the ND13(1520) of (70, 1-) ; if this proves to be correct, then JTK "* N|2650)
would be the most natural excitation in which to seek evidence for the (20, 1+),
supermultiplet which it characteristic of the quark shell model for baryons.
The theories of the qn.irk-diquark type do cot include (20, LP) representations,
because they all assume (sometimes only tacitly) that the p-wavc qq inter-
actions i» negligible relative to the s-wave qq interaction.

(iii) States on the leading Reggc trajcftorirs. Although it is quite
unlikely that the supermultiplcts (£, I>^_ ft>r n s J will ever be analysed in
detail, these arc nevertheless a few states in those high 1 ing tupcrmultiplcts
which have an appreciable degree of simplicity. These .ii« the states which
have the greatest spin value for each value of n, since th-;y undergo either
no mixing or only a minimal mixing within their band n. As n varies, these
particular states form a number of "leading Rcggo trajectories. " Two of
these trajectories arc believed to be we-ll-knuwn, the A-trajectory consisting
of the A states with spin-parity (2r * 3/2, +) from (he sequence of supcrmuLti-
plete {5jy, 2r+)2 where L c 2r and r is integral, and the N-trajectory con-
sisting of N states with spin-parity (2r + 3/2,-) from the sequence of super-
multiplots (70. (Zr 4 1)-) with n e (2r + 1). The latter case is le*s clenr,
because the leading N trajectory should really consist of the N states for
Spin-parity (2r+ f/2,-). Here we confine our rcmnrks to the lending A-tra-
jectory, c)i.irat:tcristic of the (££• 2r+)£r *equence, although the lending
N-truiectory, char.icturistic of the (70, (2r i 1)-)., . , . sequence, holds
equal interest.

The states on the leading A-trajectory are plotted on Fig. 2(a) showing

(massr versus J, The spin-parity (11/2 ) for the second Regge recurrence
34has been established only recently. The third and fourth recurrences are

dfduced only from the n p total cross sections measured by Citron et al.
in 1966; their spin values have not been determined. These "leading trajec-
tory" states stand out (relatively) strongly in (r(n p) data because they have a



(relatively) high elasticity, which is a consequence of their high spin, For

example, for mass 3, 23 GcV, the value of pR is approximately 7. £, where

p denote* the c. m. irX momentum and we have taken R ~ 1 fm. , whereas the

•pin expected tor A(3230) is 19/2, Inc determination jf the elasticity from

IT(IT p) Is alko rather uncertain, both because of uncertainties in the tub-

traction of background beneath a small and broad resonance bump and because

our supermultiplct picture leads us to expect three other A resonances to oc-

cur at approximately the tame mass value, with spin valurs L + 1/2,

L - 1/2 and L - 3/2. Although <\ complete TT p phase-vViift analysis cannot

be expected for such high energies, it does seem quite possible that the spin-

parity and elasticity could be determined for the high-spin A states of in-

terest here, from accurate data on IT p scattering and polarization, us has

proved possible for the state A (2420). It is important that the spin-parity

values should be checked for these "leading trajectory" A and N states, in

order to confirm the general belUf that these trajectories are indeed straight

lines on the (M , J) plot.

The magnitude of the resonance bump in total cross section gives the

quantity (J + l/2)xJf where X j denotes the elasticity " e l /
r

t o t . and the width

of the resonance gives directly T . It is noteworthy that I" does not in-

crease rapidly with J along the A-trajectory; it rises from about 110 MeV

for the J x 3/2 A(1232) to about 450 MeV for the J c 19/2 ? A(3230). For

assumed J, these two parameters x and " lead us directly to an empirical

estimate for 7 , The values obtained for the A states on the leading tra-

jectory are plotted versus J on Fig. 2(b). They range from about HOMeV for

A (1232) to about 2 MeV for A (3230). The experimental uncertainties in T , for
el

the cases J £ 11/2 are not well known. The value used for A(2420) is probably

correct to ±20% (which m o s s ±0,1 for the data point on Fig, 2(b)), For

A (2850), there is much uncertainty in the background subtraction, which leaves

the value for x^ rather uncertain. The A (3230) appears as a bump only after

subtraction of the tails from the lower resonances.

36 H

Abdullah and Shapiro have made calculations of I for the A- and

N-tr.ijectories on the basis of the uonrelativistic quark model. For the A

state with J e L *• 3/2, from the supermultiplct (56, L+). » where L = 2r and
— 1»

r is integral, Abdullah obtained the following expression;

3/2) -
3a

(3.2)

where E and k denote the total energy and the momentum of the recoiling
nucleon, f is the coupling constant in expression (1. 5) , and a is given by

q 1 2 2 2

the form of the Gaussian factor (Exp( - ^a (p +X )) common to the wave func-
tions for Ml b.iryon states in the harmonic quark shell i^odcl. For assigned
value <i a, the appropriate value for f '/4ir may be deduced by fitting expression
(3, 2) to the elastic width V known empirically for the A resonance with
J*=L*+3/2, for sonic arbitrarily chosen value for L . We may note here that
expression (3, 2) for a given J greater (less) than J then has a maximum (mini-
mum) with respect to a at a , , where

min

"min (3.3)

For large L, the pion c, m, momentum k is approximately M. /2 and M. is

a linear function of L, r.n shown in Fig. 2(a), with slope p about 1.1 GcV .

In thit approximation a m i n takes the value V(P/>2) « 0. 3 GeV. It happens that,

with this value for a, the expression. (3.2) gives correct'y the general trend

observed for F .(A, J) along the A trajectory, as shown in Fig. 2(b), where the
2

value of the coupling constant f /4ir c 0.055 has been chosen to fit the A(1232)
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width. It gives an even better fit to these data if f /4TT is increased a little

to fit the value r - 92 MeV for AF37(1950), to the value f /4ir - 0.06, The

maximum (minimum) property mentioned Just above has the consequence that

this excellent tit to the data is not sensitive to the precise value of a; a good

fit is obtained with any value of u in the range 0. 3 ± 0. 05 GcV. It also has

the consequence that for a outside this range the elastic widths predicted for

the states J >J* (or J < J*) by expression (3. 2) are systematically and signifi-

cantly smaller (or larger) than those observed empirically; i.e. we c.-innot

hope to find better over-a.ll agreement by varying a further.



It would be of much interest now to have more reliable determinations

of the clastic widths for the states A{2850) and A(3230) from the analysis of

IT p scattering and polarization data, as well as for the higher states along

the A trajectory. The values given for (J+l/2)x with the use oC expression

(3.2) are as follows (the numbers enclosed by brackets are estimates based

on extrapolation from the data):

J * 15/2 19/2 23/2 27/2 31/2

M* = 2.85 3,23 (3,57) (3.87) (4.15) GeV

r*(total) = 400 440 (480) (520) (550) MeV

(J+I/2)x = 0.10 0.043 0,012 0.0031 0.0009

The value calculated for A(2850) is significantly smaller than the empirical

value of 0. 25 but the latter appears surprisingly high, being even larger

than the value 0.22 reported for the lower state AH3ll{2420), contrary to the

general trend. The calculated value falls rapidly with increasing J, and i\

seems unlikely that empirical values will ever become available* even

through amplitude and partial wave analysis, for spin values J a 27/2.

We must emphasize here that the prediction (3. 2) for the elastic widths

along the A trajectory docs depend on the adoption of particular shell model

wavefunctions, and not just on the SU(6) algebraic structure. It also depends

on the definite form (1. 5) adopted for the calculation of the A -• TTN amplitude,

independent of which supermultiplet is considered. In contrast, the Mclosh

viewpoint is that the coefficients of the &L * 0 and AL * ± 1 parts of any

decay amplitude must be regarded as quantities which may vary from one

supermultiplct transition to another, in an unspecified way; consequently,

this point of view gives no means for relating the properties of the various

baryonic states lying on a leading Rcggc trajectory. The degree of agreement

found to date between the harmonic shell-model calculations and this decay

data docs give some support for the notion that these transitions arc induced
39

by a one-quark operator whose intrinsic strength remains essentially

constant for the stated along the A trajectory, from J c 3/2 to J = 19/2,

A similar discussion can bo given for all ths- Ni .'.» ~ ( £ and f. t ra-

jectories but there is much less data available concerning them. For ex-

ample, the N states ND 13(1520), NG 17(2190), N(2650) and N(3030), are

often considered to form a negative-parity trajectory, with L ' 1, 3, 5 and

7 for these states in turn, since their mass values arc consistent with a form

M a M. + PL, with (5s 1. 15 (GeV) . However, one must make several

remarks:

(i) the spin-parity values are not yet determined fur tlu states

N(2650) and N{3030), and

(ii) those states do not form a leading trajectory. Tor the 70 supor-

multiplctR, the leading trajectory consists of ND 15(1670) and its rotational

excitations, but no further slates on this trajectory have yet boon identified.

The states which form the Roggo trajectory based on ND13(15iO) are non-

unique, for each value n t 1, 3, 5, . , for the quanta of excitation energy.

Even fcr n c L = 1, there an? two ND13 stales which can mis together (al-

though Morgan's analysis of the mass spectrum would imply rather stria 1

mixing). For n t 3, there are four NG17 states which can mix, whereas the

(unidentified) NO 19 state ib unique, and the mixing possibilities become

increasingly complicated .-ttf n increases.

If mixing is nuulcclod and we identity ND 13(1520) with Uic 8 component

of (70j 1-)., then Abdullah'* width calculation gives the following result for

this trajectory,

k2 i r i l k2

X (-^7 1 Exp (- - ^ )
3o 3a2

(3..1)

where L . | l r t 1), Using the value f /4n P 0, 55 deduced (ram tho A (1232) width,

the predicted clastic widths for thif trajectory arc;



J = 3/i • 7/2 U/2 15/?

, rttotal) = (1.52, 0.125) (2.19, 0.25) (2.4.5, 0.36) (3.03, 0.4)GeV

1.0 0.45 0.05
1.4 0.34 0.045

(J + 1/2) x (data) = 1.1
(J + l /Z^jtcalo) = 2.0

The agreement it qualitatively quite good, with no free parameters. Other
trajectories can be discussed on the same basis, but at most three states are
known for them, and the identification of the trajectories is subject to the
same uncertainties as have been mentioned above, for the ND 13(1520) tra-
jectory. Further data of this kind,for the strange particle trajectories at
well as for the N and A trajectories, would be of much interest in that the
comparison of states along these trajectories provides a different kind of
test for the harmonic quark shell model for baryonic states. Of course, in-
formation of this kind, for high spin baryonic states, would also have much
intrinsic interest, even apart from this particular model, for example to
provide tests of the SU(6) and 5U(3) aspects of the SU(6) x 0(3) scheme for the
baryonic supermultiplets.

To conclude this section, we must emphasize that the two models
considered are by no means the only possibilities, with or without the shell
model. Our central aim should be to determine what is the pattern followed
by the supermultipletf and what are the characteristic patterns of their sub-
states. These two models have been regarded as extreme cases (although
much more complicated possibilities also exist, giving an exponential rise in
the number of supermultiplets with increasing n, at hat appeared clearly in
thu work published on dual models) which serve to illustrate some of the
simplest questions which should be settled before experimental work in this
field falls to a significantly lower level of activity.

4. THE NLW SPECTROSCOPY AHEAD

Owing to the fruitful possibilities for the study of lepton and hadronic

phenomena at higher energies and/or larger momentum transfer, the research

effort devoted to hadron snectroscopy has been falling aw-r, over the past few
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years, to such an extent that the I1)"-! Review of particle Properties will

not be revised by the P-ii-ticli: Da:a 'Jro q> (PDCJ) until l','7u. However, in
November, 1974, there emerged drainutii evidence* fur a >iow degree of free-
dom in hadronic physics, with the discovery of tho remarkable .'/J vector
particle of mass 3. 1 GeV, vvMch was quickly followed by the discovery o*"
further vector particles, .(3, 7) ,-md *(4. 1), which stimulated PPG to issue a
Supplement to their 1974 Review, It was quickly realized that this sequence
of (f particles must represent part of a new hadronic spectroiscopy, involving
at least ora new quantum numb-.-r. For historical reasons, which may yet
have little to do with these particles, we denote the new quantum number
gencrically by C, where C might well be multi-dimensional. Even the exist-
ence of a new quantum number was not sufficient to explain the most striking
property of t/J(3,1) and (3. 7),. namely their lifetimes of or dor 10 sec,
remarkably long when measured on the time-scale (unit~lO~ sec) appro-
priate to hadronic phenomena; to account for this, it has been necessary to
appeal to the "Zweig rule", whose operation is bent illustrated by the rela-
tively long lifetime (** 10** sec) known for the » (1020) m«son. To emphasize
the bizarre nature of the present situation, we may add here that, since these
tparticles are produced by the reaction

e+ + e" •* »y» •* $ (4.1)

thoy all neccisarily have quantum numbers compatible with those of the
photon; in particular, they have the value C = 0 for this new quantum number,
In other words, no hadronic state which ha« a non-zero valvs for this quan-
tum number is yet know.

The precise nature of the y particles in not yet known. The simplest
possibility not yet excluded is to suppose that thare is a fourth quark, denoted
"ay c, in addition to the quarks (u, d, s) with which we have been interpreting
the me sonic and baryonic spectroscopy admirably summarized in the 1974
Review of Particle Properties. Of course, more complicated possibilities
also exist, but it will be sufficient for our purpose here to confine attention
to the simple case of one additional quark. This quark c has value +1 for the
quantum number C. Its introduction closely parallels the introduction of the
strange quark, with value -1 for the strangeness quantum number s. Thus,
for any hadronic system, the value of C gives (number ol c quarks-number o'



c quarks) just as the value of s giv«.-5 (number of s quarks-number of a quarks).

In this rcspcti, we can expect T physics to parallel strange-particle physics,

apart from some important practiced differences. For eximpk-, the . par-

ticles themselves are interpreted as S. states of the c-c system, with radi.'d
1 3

excitations, just as the :;(1020) meson is interpreted as the lowest 5. state
3of the s"-s system and x (785) as thu 1 = 0 component of the lowest S, states

for the G-u and cl-d systems. When there is only one qu'irk c, it is neces-

sarily a unitary singlet, since SU(3) symmetry is concerned only with unitary

transformations in the space of (u,d, s) quarks. The charge of the c quark

can differ from + 2/3 by any integer, in principle, but we shall follow the

usual assumption, that Q = +2/3. In this case, the charge of any state is

given by .
Q e L + (B + i + C)ii . (4.2)

We recall that B - 1/3 for the quark c, as for the quarks (u, d, s),

Mceonic states with C/0 will result from the combination of quark c

with the (it, 3, 8) antiquarks, forming an isospin doublet D and a etrange

isoepin singlet 5. given by

(C, s) = (+1, 0) : D c {D+
r D°) = (cd, cu>, (4.3a)

(C, S) = (+1, +1) ; S = (c5). (4.3b)

These names have been introduced by Caillard et al. The antiparticle

state5 arc denoted by D = (D , D ) and S ~ , Their mass relationship with

the normal states w e (uu + dd)/./2, z = (5s), K = (2u, id), and p = (p+,p°,p*)

with p " (ud), etc, , depends first of all on the mass relationship be two en

the c quark and the (u, d, s) quarks, and on the relationship of the c-c and

c-(u, d, s) forces with those of (fi, d, I) with (u, d, •), In the literature,

much emphasis has been placed on the possibility that these forces obey an

SU(4) symmetry, i .e . invariance with respect to all unitary transfomations

in the space of all four quarks Q = (u, d, s, c)t In this casci the ma&s separa-

tions between the states x, p, K , epf D, S, and i arc due primarily to

"mass differences" between the four quarks, although SU(4}-breaking Q-Q

forces could also contribute. The simple model, in which each quark con-

tributes a "one-body operator" or "mass" to the net (mass) for the state,

works extremely \. ell for the- subset (p, i , K , *;) of VCLU,' :n. sons. If
we follow the saiiie prescription for the remail".ins vector rnevons, then we
have

2m(13) = »i(j,) + m(.) m(D) s 2.26 Gc-V , (''.4a)
2 2 2

2m(S) = m(v) + m(i) m(S) c 2. 30 GeV . (4.4b)

The use of a linear mass formula would give sliyh'ly lower vah:cs, i"n(D) t

1. 94 CoV and m(S) -~ 2. Oo GcV. Since the , m-iss is so d i s p a r t with the

u.1 and c masses, it is far from obvious that this simple calculation should w

corret-L, even if its physical cissampiiaits wert, torrect; tnc o^Btrvnlior. c-l

Ĉ O masons will give us illuminating guidance in this respect. In the interim,

the estimates (4.4) give A useful orientation, and it is generally assumed

that the masses of the D and S mesons are in the vicinity of 2 GcV and th^t

the rise of the ratio R s ir(c e •• hod, )/o-(e c •*. . ,„) between about 3, £

and 5.0 GeV may be connected with the onnot of c c" •* DB pair creation.

We now discuss the baryonic states in terms of the quark shell model,

as above. As there, we assume that the c quark in endowed with colour,

transforming according to the SU(3)' group in this colour space, and that all

low-lying three-quark states are colour singlets. Further, we suppose th.it

the orbltals for the c quark are the same as iho«se for the q = (u, d, s) quarks.

Then, the three-quark stales which belong to the (56, 04-) supcrmultiplel,

and which have C-0 and represent the known otrtct and dccuplct baryons,

arc supplemented by the following states;

(i) the C=+l slates cqq. Their SU(3) diameter is given by

3 x 3 - 6 + 3 , The 6 states have even permutation symmetry for the SU(3)

variables, and this requires parallel spin, S -I, since we arc concerned

with the ground configuration [tc, I ) = (0, 0(. The 5 states have odd

permutation symmetry for the SU(3) variables, which requires S * 0. The

6 states thus have J s 3/2 or J : 1/2, whereas the 5 states necessarily h.ivc

J - 1/2. The J = 3/2 states correspond to the 0 0 baryon decuplct, whereas

the J K 1/2 states correspond to the C=0 baryon octet.



(iij the C=2 states ccq. These form a 3 representation. The cc

symmetry requires S = 1, which allows both J ^ 3/2 and J = 1/Z. Again the

J = 3/2 states correspond to the decuplet, while the J = 1/2 slates correspond

to the octet.

(iii) the C=3 states ccc. The cc symmetric** require all three spins

to be parallel) giving J = 3/2, corresponding to the dccuplet.

We see two distinct patterns of states, those with J = 3/2 and corresponding

to the known decuplet, and those with J * 1/2 and corresponding to the known

octet.

If we go to the limit of SU{4) symmetry, these J * 3/2 states arc the

Eubstates of a 20-dimensionai representation with even permutation symmetry,

which wo denote by,£g , whereas these J » 1/2 states are the sub state 6 of a

20-dlmcnsional representation with mixed permutation symmetry, which we

denote by 2^^ . -Thus,

/ ( 3 )2 <8)0)2 + ( 1 ) 3 ' &M K <8)0 + (6)1 + (5)1 + ( 3 )2 (4> 5)

where the notation N denotes an SU(4) representation, its suffix giving the

permutation /y mine try for a three-quark state, and the (a)* denote (SU(3), C)

representations. There is one further SU(4) representation appropriate to

the qqq sysiem, namely 3 = (1) + (5), .

To/a firit approximation, the ma si spectrum for baryonic states re-

sult B from the "quark mass differences" (= the one-body operators), and is

thus given roughly by

M(t, C) * MQ - so + CA (4,6)

where 6 * 0.18 GeV and A * 1. 2 GeV, this estimate for A coming from a

compariion between the ijtand cp masses, giving {A - 6) ** (m(t,s) - m(cp))/2.

These estimates would suggest a mass of about 2, 2 GeV for the lightest

baiyon with C^O, A somewhat higher estimate would be obtained if (4, 6)

were replaced by a quadratic mass relation, and the corresponding (A-6)

were estimated from (m(ty) - m(v) )/2; the lightest Cî O baryon would then

/have mass about 3. 0 GcV. More detailed structure in the mass spectrum

/ will arise from the properties of the c-(u, d, s) interactions, their strength

and llu>ir spin-dependencv., iheir SU(3)-bru>iking thiirAcicr and tliuir i>|>iii-orLiU

character, .is well as on the corresponding properties for the (u. ci, s»-{u, d, J)

interactions which are already effective in the C-0 baryunic SUJUS, K\j>rcs-

sions for '.hcee efff.-c.Ls on the mass bpectrum for the lowest supcrmultijiict

states, with configuration (Is) (Is) , have already been provided by Hcndry
45 P

and Lichtenberg,

D» tlicse reinarks, we have tacitly fissumed ihut the c qu.'ifk inuvts ii.

the same orbitals as do tlie (u, d, s) qii'irks. This would bo OIL- CMBU if SU(4)

Bymmetry held for the four quarks Q and for the Q»Q forces, but evi-n if 5U(4)

symmetry held for the Q-CJ forces, the large mt';5s difference between tl.t ».
quark and the {u, d, a) quarks might well cause their orbit.ils to differ sigtii-

46ficantly. However, it haB been found in physical problems that there is
a general tendency for the wave functions of the low-lying status of few-panicle

systems lo have a greater degree of permutation symmetry than holtls for

the binding forces themselves. Hence, it would appear a reasonable first

approximation to calculate the baryon mass matrix taking the low-lying orbitals

^n12*l2^ ^n3'iK t O ^C l ' iC s a m e ^or a ^ ^o u r q i i ; tr^si ^ c - t 0 u s e base wave-

functions which are the same as SU(-l) symmetry would require, Further, if

the spin-dependence of the c-(u, d, s) central interaction is not too etrong,

the base supcrmultiplcts may be taken to be those for an SU(8) symmetry,

acting in the space of SU(4) x SU(2) , The SU(S) reprcsenLationfi appropriate

to the QQQ system are 120-, 168-, and 56-dimonsionalj these correspond to

permutation symmetry S, M and A, respectively, and their SU{4) x SU(2)
47 ff

content t& as follows;

(1.7)

From expresbions (4. 5), we oec that the 120 representation has the slates

(10) and 2(S) for C=0, while the 168 representation has the states ^(8), (10),

(8) and Z(l) for C = 0. These states arc thn 2S+ (Q) content of the j>6 and 70_

rcpresentationa ot SU(6), respectively; the 120 mid 168 representations are

simply the direct generalisation of the 50 and 70 representations required to



include the c quark. In the same way, the 36 roprc-s filiation gc-no ra ises ihu

20 representation, for which no baryon is yet established.

These QQQ configurations with CtQ can also ujuicrgo iuicrn.il e q u a -

tions. Again, with the harmonic shell modi-1, the first excitetl configuration

will have LP=1-, which requires M symmetry. This must be taken together

with the SU(8) representation which has M symmetryi namely the 16S repre-

sentation, and so we have {168, 1-). for the first excited super multiple t, the

ground supcrmultiplet being denoted by (120, 0+) . Then there arc at least

the Regge recurrences and radial excitations of these configurations, and then

the other types of excitation discussed already for the C=0 baryonic states,

In fact, in the limit of SU(8) symmetry with an harmonic quark ehell model,

the pattern of supcrmultiplcts expected is exactly that given on Fig. l(a)

where the term SU(6) is replaced everywhere on the figure by SU(8) and the

entries dot. square and cross there are now to be identified with the SU{8)

representations 120, 168 and 56, respectively. When the quark mass dif-

ferences are turned on, this pattern of supcrmultinlcts will become greatly

distorted on a mass plot, because the coefficient A in Eq, (4.6) is so much

larger than the coefficient £. However, since the additive quantum numbers

s and C are both conserved by the strong interactions, the patterns of SU(3J

multiplets for definite values (C» s) will still remain recognizable despite

the fact that each supermultiplet has now become stretched out over a wide

range of masses by this simple SU(4)-breaking mechanism. Other SU(4)-

brcaking mechanisms (e.g. through the Q-Q potentials) can c.iuss mixing be-

tween the SU(3) multiplcts for the same (J, P, s, C) and between different

SU{8) x 0(3) supermultiplets (e.g. between the (120, 2+)2 and {^68, 2-t)2

•upcrmultiplcts), in complete analogy with the situation discussed for

5U(6) x 0(3) supcrmultiplcts before. The main difference is that the mass

differences breaking SU(8) symmetry arc an order of magnitude greater

than those breaking SU(6) symmetry. However* it is still possible tint the

major SU(8)-breaking interactions arc these mass differences (the "one-body

operators") and that the Q-Q forces at short distances are still well-approsi-

matcd by SU(8) symmetry, in which case the SU(8)-mixing effects would be

very much less than the comparison of A and 6 would suggest.

Consider firt-t the lowest baryon stntos vith O-t l . WI.eUn.-r the (o)
? 2

sl.Tti.-s, tlit- (6)j status or the (3^ states of th« (1ZO_, 0^)Q »upcrmultiplct

lies lowest will depend on the details of the fc>U(8)-breaking, SU(6)-breaking,

SU('J)-bryakiny and SU(3)-brccking character of the q-q interactions. How-

ever, the limit ot stability for barvons B.(s) will be given by the mass of

D denotes the lightest C- l l , sr-0 meson. With the mass estimates given

above, the ba-yun li (s=G) will bo stable with respect to (I\ {0> * D ), whether

the linear or quadratic mass formula is uscdi where D denotes the vector

D particle., \Vi* h.ive no estimate for the mass of Dp l the pseudoscalar

D-particle with structure S.i if it were more than 0. 2 GeV lighter than D..,

and the quadratic mass formula were used for the b^ryons in place of (•!. 6),

then 13,(0), the lightest baryon, would be unstable with respect to strong

interactions. With the linear mass formula (4,6), on the other hand, the
•;<

baryons B.fs) would be stable with respect to (DQ(s) •) D) up to quite high
excitation energies above Ii.(a), However, B.(B) will be unstable with re-

spect to (B,(s) + n) for excitation energy above 0. 14 GeV. Thus, in general,

only the lowest baryon B.{s) for each value of s would be expected to be

scmistablc, decaying through weak interaction processes.

Much discussion is being given in the literature at present, concern-

ing the decay processes expected for the D and S mesons, both vector and

pscudoscal'ir, and for the Cs-tl baryons. The decay processes may be

leptonic, leading to (£. + v, 4 hadrons), or non-leptonic, leading to hndrons

alone. For the D and 5 mesons, the general opinion appears to be that the

non-leplonic decay processes will dominate, giving lifetimes of order

sec. However, after examination of many possible ''all-charged" final"10

states for D meson decay, no evidence has been found for the production and

decay of D motions in u v collisions at energy 4,8 GeV, which is above

the D-.T5 Um-sliold for the D v mass estimates given above. One difficulty

for experiment is that there is a large number of possible nonlcptonic decay

modes, and further, that only (host- di*c;iy modes where all the final particles

are charged (or otherwise visible, such as !<„ mesons undergoing the charged



decay modi? TT TT ) can contribute to the search for these particles. For

leptonic decay modes, the situation in even morn difficult since the dominant

modes arc those which arise through the charged lepton current mid which

therefore include a neutrino. For the semistable C=4l baryons B,(s)» again

the general espoliation is that r.oniopto:iic decay modes will dominate. Those

may involve the following transitions;

(i) AC=-1, As=0, e.g. a.-* follow n,

B.(0) + TIN, or r .1, or TTITN. etc. (-i, Ba)

Bj(-l) •• KN, o r* / . , or T/. (1520), orKirN, etc. (4. 6ty

(ii> AC=-1, Ae=+1, e.g. as follows,

Bj(0) -*KN. or KA, etc. (4.9a)

Bj(-l) **N, or inrNi or K/., etc. (4. 9u)

( iU)AO-l , A i d , e.g. as follows,

• B^O) -•KN, orir.1., or ITS(1385), etc. (4.10a)

Bj(-l) -» irS, or K A, or KKN, etc. (4.10b)

(iv) AC=0, As=+l, which we know already from the decay processes

of the C=0 baryons and which will give rise to corresponding processes for

the C-+1 baryons, such as

B1(-l>-.nB1(0) . (4.11)

The relative rates for all these decays will naturally depend on the del ails

of the weal: Interactions, concerning which present views arc in a rather

fluid state.

The lightest B.(s) baryons will therefore be seen as narrow resonances,
-2

with decay widths of order 10 t>V corresponding to typical lifetimes of order

10" sec. In many final hadronic states, None have been established to date

and they pose a problem of a different order of magnitude of difficulty In

comparison with current investigations uf the . particles. From the above

remarks, we see that they can. In principle, be formed directly in meson-

boryon collisions. For example, from Eqs. (4.8-11), the baryons 1^(0) can

be formed in TTN, K\ and KN collisions, and B.(-l) tan be formed with *N »nd

KN collisions. However, the integrated cro&s set lion* for these formation

processes are negllnibly small relative to the cross section for the non-ivson-mt

scattering integrated over ih« energy resolution AE; for J = l/2, the former

is In*, p Ni to be compared with 4-nf. x{£ E) whore x < 1 measures the

strength of tin- non-resonant scattering relative to tlie gcomcric limit and ii

typically of order 10*", while ^ F. is of order 1 MeV compared with T N«*l0"7MtV.

The situation would l»i- rather comparable with attempting to establish the exis-

tence of the * particle by studying s-wavc TN scattering in the neighbourhood

of incident pion laboratory momentum 119. 5 MeV/c, appropriate lo the pro-

cesi* ttN ** '.. The c u •* y process has the great advantage that the background

reactions are only electromagnetic in origin and with cros6>suition of order

(1/13?) 'In X , while the convenient entrance channel e u has a substantial

branching ratio, r(V*»c+c")/r(. •* all) * 0.07. with 7(V"*all) *> 80 k«V hcing

about onc-tcntli of the entrgy resolution for the electron and positron beams

circulating in the wtornge ring. In this case, we have to compare r('»"*o «") w

5 kcV with (1/137)" AE *• 5 x 10" kcV, a vary fnvourablo ratio.

Comparison with the case of strangeness is instructive. Here, the

most productive studied have been for formation experiments KN -* •'. and - ,

where the renonaitce state of interest is formed with quite a low velocity in the

laboratory frame, as h.iv also been the case fur nN •* N nnd A resonance for-

mation. For the quantum number C. we lack any C^0meson with lifetime suf-

ficiently loii}! to permit the count rut lion of ;i CfQ meson buam fur cross NVC-

tion mcrtsurcmwiis <ind rcsoH.iticc formation. TJtc lUctlmv "* 10' sec

allows ji mean path length of only 30(E/m) microns and the prubnbility .or a

nuclear collision Ui this distance through nurmal mattor i» rather umaU, In

assessing the flltuutien, it is a chastening thought to compare our state of

knowled|*u t-onccruing N , ^ , ,'. and 1' resonances, where formation cxperl-

rncnts urc jiuKvlblc, with our meagre knowledge of S and t" resonaiues, where

our inform.ttlun can comu utily from production processes,

Ncvortholetts, we turn now to consider produclion proit*»itf» .»niJ mvn-

tlon briefly three clamtiH of *:.'.periment.
0(i) Associated Production. The direct analogues of the n p •• .'.K

rt'iictlun thriMî h wlvlih wo ^.tintd .> l.ir^c n^rt at our early knouK-d î- .ibout

«tran;c p.trtKleb, ire the proccst.vs
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to the (6) and (3) unitary muttipltr-.s Mitl at;« wist, j i i / : bvlun^i:^ i,, t U .

(6 ) | unitary i n u h i p l e i . !';•« a n a l o g u e ! to T?N •• •-.'. rtul e - ;»r»- the |»rw*r»«c» r a t i o , win n I U J i-. • -?.—;»*•*"«' ""*-'*' .'• i»ru<t... t(»:. i:. (-.(,, ii **!.<.,;> ) ; ' ; . ir.!c

K ~ < P - S ° • B J M I , <4.|)} * . iUn». w.-Mii» j.r.-...ir.,:T!.. i- . lit. I . .r..-.. r .,.n:-.. ..!.**., U.'. i» iw

for D,( - l ) production* whore we note ihil there arc three htate* ISj (-1)

belonging to (UO, 0T)_, two with Jc l / 2 bclor.ni.i,; to the "{t>i nnd "()). uni-

tary multiple:n and one with J O / 2 belonging to the (6K unitary multiset .

Of course, ihctv B.(n) production reactions {•(. IZ) and (-1,1)) may proceed

with associated production of vector or pseudoscahir 7> melons, or of U » , , . r

meson* with higher spin values. Their fhre*hulds wttt lie high, at laboratory

» or K momentum oi 10 CeV/c or more. A reasonable expectation would be * I U l ltr"'ii%i !"'lUl1 t l t l •**<»«'»*'»• t-rh'»«t. ihv ihrrshotd i» l ^ h , at lr..MrM

that the cross section ri«e» rapidly near threshold to iom« fracUon (pvrhAps momentum "M CrV/». awl ihr C»-l baryon .Mid C«-l Antlbaryon *rc product

an high as IT, - probably much l e t s since there arc very many chanmrL open * l l h M * h l v ^** ! l* ' '*^ ^wMmUm. * U -*iu. » Ju,v « f^.» ».iloc:, « we kite*

at this energy) of si. * 0. 3 ml>, the geometric limit on the s-wavc rt.-uiton already tut i't i*rv"..k. :tJt.. O< *•••>*•*<•• •" 4**- * ••"* Ov . pr^i^n iior;^*- rtt»n,

crocs section at this energy* and then falls away gradually a» the energy proton.(.r..to'; «• ...»tot.» i..i*.« (»r m»r« s..>n p |w* iS» •'•'••r;*, wr ' - j * ^ P i i r

r ises further • thus giving a maximum cross junction of no more than About |»f«*<iiU-m .»i.«i •• < ii..*'.«•> t» r.».,n-s .u.t .i-« r%i<*vAtv. «*et.t« ...» » • .-m;w».

J uh, as a reasonably optimistic nvtimatc, *** ' 'll(:'" >**'•• "• **'••''••* ttwt 'T * s •• :••' J- i*i».*'» c !»;••»< k j- wUtiion*.

(U) Pair production. The most favourable reaction tar experiments. liiil Nruiri'-* •!:>'' .^-i u.. . .:U( K. Mfi*« ihp wr,>^ Kiirr.*. ticn vl»:..ii:i.

tion i s with an electron-positron morale ring, namely; AIIHO.I all ot ihr ioi,, :^M^sri. vrlrrlUn r^ln we kiK'u in tia4ror.U j.Jiy-t* *

(leavliti; only bAryiut mimtH-r -MU| •.h^r^i- .u rigorously cunirrvrd quanlum

O e •• D • D » (4.1'>a) numbcm). iir-uiriit" ri.i*t(on» .\rr e#iH-tl.\ll> favourable for ihr production cj

* S * S*" . (4.14b) |»ArlU'l*-* uitS r..-M '(uintum r....nUr.. |i %. ill : - ...^l.ir.-.i u. ,;(%. oitr illti>.

The enorgles at present available arc more than adequate for these processes, lr*il»n, .»K foil*!**. The rr^uion

Although the cross section* are nm.ill, brinj* olcctromanneik, it i» ruJBoi.-iMo ' . * ! • * . . « I4| (01 . (4. l*«)

to expect these crr,«B sections to be A non-nvgllRiblv fraction of the total croan *" alrv^dy Bnere«*ti*.tlly |H»«1IIIV Sur rather lv* mutritto energy, but A muih

scLtion, not far above threshold. The major uncertainty in whether the >DD hinlwr luutriiw CIM r^y in twi'th <* l»r(.tre t»u u m i >»-. lion :..-<,-imt reartvit>

ably lartti* fur v\pt ritucnl. I !»• | l (0) |>rtj<kui<l ot.»> K.*i.i r i lher J«3/«. -lit



(«. member of the (6)j unii:.ry imiltlplct, or J = l/J, :ii> .1 im-mln-r ui the *(i>)j

unit .'try multipU-i, of the (1^0, 0;) supcrmultiplct.

It is remarkable thai one neutrino-induced evem hast recently Uwn
49 'reported which could be an example of this production reaction (-i. 16). The

event is fitted as
v + P * * u " + A + f f + i r + i r t f f , (4, 17)

with (.'.ffirirff) mass 2426 MeV. The suggvstivl interpret itiun is ih.it ttj (0) U

formed and decay J by strong interactions to (T D. (Cl, "(3), 1-1 /.'. )). ilie

latter baryon is semi-stable, decaying through the ^ O - l . ^s---l vt-.k inter-

action to (.'." ;r r ). However, although plausible, this lnt fvjjrt't.ition cr.nwi

be demonstrated, on the basis of one cvptit, N^w^rihcli'ss, this ivrht Uoi*«

illustrate well the kind of event which wouUl ruiuli front neutrino excitation

of a C=+l baryonic state, followed by its decay through rtiror.y, elctrom.ij;-

netic or weak docay processes. In the course of thm-, we m;iy i-r.peit "i ;v.i<lu.tl

collecting of statistic* for the very many reaction processes which can re-

sult from the excitation of C=fl baryon* by neutrinos nrd their subseq-ient

decay and which may be used to demonstrate their existence, their mass

values and their unitary multiplet patterns, but the event rate for specific

configurations will be exceedingly low and it is likely to be a long time before

any spin-parity values for O+l bar yon s will be determined from such data,

5. CONCLUSION

We see that there are a number o? questions central to our under-

standing of baryon spectroscopy, which could be settled by experiment using

accelerators currently operating and techniques which are well understood.

It is desirable that those experiments should be carried out in the near future,

in order to decide whether or not our present notions about this field of had-

ronic physics are well conceived. At the same time, we sec that a new field

of baryon ipoctro3copy is emerging, as experimental work in $ physics

develops and suggests the existence of some deeper structure for hadrona,

corresponding to an energy scale of typically M GcV, about an order of

magnitude greater than that we know for strange particle physics. Work in

thit; new ,iriM of l>.iryotii< t̂ HM'troM op) » .t: Km nied with •> iu-\\ .ul<Utiv t[.. t|.

tuin tmnibi-r (or, (>erh<ip̂ > St-viral nov.' (luantuin number*) apju-.ire to lit.

arduous and to involve .i very tuniplk.ttud p[teiK>iuL-m«l<jL;y (as. we .ire itiirni:,^

at present from the study if . nicsui.s .tnr! ihar UeL..y prudiut^), li.il it will

be enH«.'iiti.il ftir our deeper umk'r&t tiKiin^ of thia new field of physit i;.

AtknowUtlnement. The author wishes to express hi» thar.kft here to

Drs. S, Kr.->i:ier and K. Berber for their conaider;ition and .msist.Mur,

both of whit ti \u\\c b«en mosl helpful tu hilt) in gutting thiu p.ipcr to the

point of puhhi.-itiuii in (his Conference Proceedings,

Addendum 1. Joneit el al. have recently publii.hod an up-dated an ilyais of the

m.iss spectrum for the status of thu (^6, 0+) and (70, 1-) Kunermuliijilvts,

using the expression! giwn by Qrecnbcrg et al. 'ihis analysis uakulalefc

X * taking into account their assessment of the vxpurlmcr.ial error to be

assigned to each Input datum. They attempted to fit the dei&y d.nta at tl.e

same time a« the mass spectrum but no satisi'.-iuory solution could hv found.

In fitting the mass spectrum, they found two distinct local minima, lying

rather close together. The minima appear to be distinct from the minimum

found by Morgan, who included also (£o, 2*)^ and f̂TO, ^ ) , states in his fit.

For comparison with Table U, the /.SOI and ,',D03 mixing matrices found by

Jones et al. arc given for their volution 1, The individual elements of their

mixing matrices for solution 2 all agree with those for solution 1 within

AS01

1.0 0.1 O.o"

•0.1 0.9 -0.4

0.0 0,4 0.9

ADO 3

-1.0 0.1 0.0

0.1 0. 9 0. 4

0.1 0.4 -0.9 A(21)



19The .'.D03 matrix agrees rathor closely witn thai gi\ «_-:i by Cnslrnore ot M.

It pgrces qualitatively with those of Faimap and Plant- ~ r.nd of ilorgnn, IIH"-

miin difference being in the magnitude of the 8- $ mixing. The .'.SOl matrix

disagrees completely with that of Cashmorc ct ;il. It has a rough qualitative

agreement with those of Faiman and Plane and of Horgan, but in detail the

agreement is poor, especially concerning the 8- 8 mixing.

Addur.dun 11. An important paper including discussion of the Cĵ O baryons

in considerable detail, for the case of broken SU(-J) symmetry, has just

been published by De Rujula ct al. This discussion is given in the context

of an interpretation of all hadrons and hadronic properties in terms of the

simplest gauge model possible. The quantum number C in there referred

to as "charm", the name given to it by Bjorken and GLashow in their dis-

cussion of SU(4) symmetry in 1964.
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